
Magnetic Car Mount for Phone Mcdodo CM-4050 Ref: 6921002640503
Magnetic Car Mount for Phone Mcdodo CM-4050

Mcdodo CM-4050 magnetic car phone holder
The Mcdodo CM-4050 magnetic car mount is an innovative solution that provides a secure and stable mount for your smartphone while
driving.  Thanks  to  the  use  of  the  strongest  N52-class  magnets,  the  holder  guarantees  that  your  phone  will  stay  in  place  even  during
dynamic driving. In addition, the silicone coating protects your phone from scratches, which is especially important for maintaining the
aesthetics of your device.
 
Versatility and full compatibility
CM-4050  is  a  universal  holder,  compatible  with  any  make  and  model  of  phone,  making  it  an  extremely  practical  accessory.  Full
compatibility with the Apple MagSafe standard ensures easy and fast attachment of devices without the need for additional adapters or
accessories.
 
Flexibility and convenience of use
The mount offers a fully  adjustable 360° angle,  allowing you to easily adjust  the position of  your phone to suit  your preferences.  This
solution allows the driver to position the smartphone screen in the most optimal way, making it easier to use navigation apps or music
players.
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No interference for the signal
The mount's design has been engineered to avoid interfering with GPS or network signals, which is crucial for smooth navigation use and
maintaining continuous connections. The clip mount allows you to quickly and easily place the mount in your preferred location on the
dashboard or any other convenient place in your car.
 
High quality construction
Made  of  high-quality  ABS  material,  the  holder  is  not  only  durable,  but  also  lightweight  (weighs  only  60g)  and  compact  (dimensions
60x40x8mm), which further enhances the comfort of use. Included in the kit you will find a Mcdodo Suspension mount, a magnetic ring to
attach to your phone or a case with which any phone model will fit the mount.
 
Included
1 x Mcdodo Suspension holder
1 x Magnetic ring
1 x User manual
Manufacturer
McDodo
Model
CM-4050
Material
ABS
Dimensions
60x40x8mm
Weight
60g

Preço:

Antes: € 12.0048

Agora: € 10.50

Acessórios para telemóveis, Cars, Phone mounts
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